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Michael Jackson's journey to fame began in 1966 at age eight, when he started singing with his
brothers in the Jackson 5. In the early 1970s, he launched a solo career, accumulating a dozen
number-one singles. His record-breaking album, Thriller, has sold an estimated 110 million
copies worldwide. He won seventeen Grammy awards and was introduced into the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame twice. In 2009, people of all ages mourned Michael's sudden death. Adored for
his music, dancing, and performing—and known for his highly publicized personal life—Michael
Jackson remains the ultimate music legend.

From School Library JournalGrade 4–6—Krohn traces the performer's life from his Indiana
childhood, his rise to fame with The Jackson 5, and his solo career to his death in 2009. Factual
yet descriptively written, the book sets the scene with eight-year-old Jackson about to perform in
his first talent show with his older brothers. Accompanied by large, colorful, and clear
photographs throughout, the narrative takes readers on the journey of Jackson's incredible
success and fame while handling the more difficult aspects of Jackson's life, such as
molestation charges and drug abuse, in an age-appropriate, straightforward manner. A wide-
ranging look at the celebrity's life and legacy.—Sarah O'Holla, Village Community School, New
York City(c) Copyright 2010. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source,
Inc. No redistribution permitted. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.From BooklistSince Jackson�s 2009 death, kids whose feelings about the artist probably
varied between disinterest and dislike are now giving him new consideration. This short
biography does the trick, focusing on the two sections of his life that might be most immediate to
kids�his childhood and his final few years�while rushing through Jackson�s most musically
fertile period (the stretch between Off the Wall and Dangerous). Krohn has a knack for honing in
on kid-friendly details: It was just a coincidence that the Jacksons lived on a street that shared
their family name. The shot of their humble home is striking, and it�s only one of a decent
number of photos�roughly one per page. Jackson�s early career is the highlight here: his
busting of black stereotypes, his signing to Motown (misspelled once as Mowtown), and the
abuse at the hands of his father. The accusations of molestation are kept factual but fairly
abstract, as is his death. The layout is a bit drab, but this is a snappy read with some fine back
matter, too. Grades 4-6. --Daniel Kraus --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition
of this title.Review"Krohn traces the performer's life from his Indiana childhood, his rise to fame
with The Jackson 5, and his solo career to his death in 2009. Factual yet descriptively written,
the book sets the scene with eight-year-old Jackson about to perform in his first talent show with
his older brothers. Accompanied by large, colorful, and clear photographs throughout, the
narrative takes readers on the journey of Jackson's incredible success and fame while handling



the more difficult aspects of Jackson's life, such as molestation charges and drug abuse, in an
age-appropriate, straightforward manner. A wide-ranging look at the celebrity's life and legacy."--
School Library Journal(Journal)"Since Jackson's 2009 death, kids whose feelings about the
artist probably varied between disinterest and repulsion are now giving him new consideration.
This short biography does the trick, focusing on the two sections of his life that might be most
immediate to kids―his childhood and his final few years―while rushing through Jackson's most
musically fertile period (the stretch between Off the Wall and Dangerous). Krohn has a knack for
honing in on kid-friendly details: 'It was just a coincidence that the Jacksons lived on a street that
shared their family name.' The shot of their humble home is striking, and it's only one of a decent
amount of photos―roughly one per page. Jackson's early career is the highlight here: his busting
of black stereotypes, his signing to Motown (misspelled once as 'Mowtown'), and the abuse at
the hands of his father. The accusations of molestation are kept factual but fairly abstract, as is
his death. The layout is a bit drab, but this is a snappy read with some fine back matter, too." --
Booklist(Journal)"These standard biographies offer sanitized facts about each subject's life,
beginning with childhood and ending with present day (which in Sotomayor focuses on her
Supreme Court achievements, and in Jackson his legacy after death). The simple, uncluttered
design includes appealing captioned photos. Reading list, timeline, websites. Bib., ind. Review
covers these Gateway Biography titles: Michael Jackson and Sonia Sotomayor." --The Horn
Book Guide(Journal) --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About
the AuthorKatherine Krohn is the author of many nonfiction books for young readers. She is also
a journalist and a fiction writer.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Read more
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S. Wilder, “Every Elementary School Library Should Include This Book. My 7-year-old
granddaughter enjoyed this. It does a nice job of highlighting this incredible artist's life with
correct information. The suggested reading level is accurate as there are enough higher level
vocabulary words that may need additional explanation. Definitely recommend this book.”

Ayouy, “Micheal Jackson Ultimate Music Legend. It was my first order with Amazon, I really like
the service, the price and I will definitely order from Amazon.”

D. Fowler, “This book will not only become a collectible, it is an excellent biography about
Michael Jackson for the younger set!. Most high school talent shows can be a little blah at best.
Someone may get up and dance a bit, play a musical instrument or sing a bit off key. The talent
show held in 1966 at Roosevelt High School in Gary, Indiana was a bit different and on one level
a history maker. A young boy named Michael got up on stage with his brothers and sang. He
later said that "For him, singing was as natural as breathing." His parents Joseph and Katherine
were musical so it only made sense that their children would inherit that love and some ability,
but this boy had something special. It was obvious when he began to sing and moved to the
beat that Michael Jackson was a child prodigy with enormous potential. Needless to say, the
Jackson boys won that talent show.You will read about the Jackson family and how they broke
into the music world. Michael later claimed that his father was an abusive task master, but you
will also read about how he worked to purchase instruments for them. Gladys Knight saw
something in the group and claimed "she'd put in a good word for them with Berry Gordy, Jr., the
owner of Motown Records." You'll learn how Michael learned to dance by watching the pros,
how they got to perform at the Apollo Theater, how they got a record contract, you'll read about
their appearances on the Ed Sullivan show, how thrilled Michael was to be the star of his own
cartoon show, you'll learn about the Neverland Ranch, the scandal, his generosity, his children
and much more!This book will not only become a collectible, it is an excellent biography about
Michael Jackson for the younger set. There are numerous photographs, both black and white
and full color, many I had never seen, especially the earlier ones. I liked the way the book
captured the essence of who Michael Jackson was without downgrading him for his fallibility.
The scandals are mentioned, including the molestation charges, but no judgment is passed.
This is a well balanced, well researched and impressively well written book. In the back of the
book there is an index, a time line of important dates, and additional recommended book and
website resources. As Berry Gordy once said, "He had a knowingness about him that was
incredible."  This is one book you really should consider for your shelves!”

Shelli, “The layout is done nicely with several photographs. This was an informative look into the
King of Pop’s life from childhood until death. Katherine Krohn detailed the highs and lows of
Michael Jackson’s life in a tasteful way for young readers. The layout is done nicely with several



photographs, easy to follow text, a timeline, and information for further reading or additional
material.”

gorme1and2, “Child appropriate biography. When my 3rd grader got to choose a person to read
and write a biography on, I was quite concerned when he picked Michael Jackson. This isn't to
say that he isn't a talented and interesting person to read about, but some of the alleged issues
aren't very child friendly. Where this book is a short overview and perfectly readable to my gifted
3rd grader, it touched on his court issues in an appropriate manner. If a parent wants to explain
it more in depth, they can. His life was so much more then those moments so there are many
other items to read about. If you are looking for a comprehensive biography, this is not it. If you
are looking for the "cliff notes" version that is child friendly, this is the only biograpy I found that
fits the bill.”

Y. R. Steele, “interesting read. While i must admit i did expect this book to have more to it than it
did, i gave it 5 stars because it gave a very basic but interesting insight into Michaels life. It only
took an hour to read so if you want a more detailed book there are plenty more brilliant ones to
chose from, but as a fan i want all of these books in my collection anyway, so if you are the same
buy this book. R.I.P. Michael.”

Boulay, “Sympa. Conforme à mes attentes”

The book by Karen Robards has a rating of  5 out of 3.6. 13 people have provided feedback.
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